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Performance 

 Fund (%) Benchmark¹ (%) Relative (%)  

Q2 2022 -14.41 -15.35 0.94 

Year-to-date -23.67 -25.39 1.72 

Rolling 12 months -22.61 -25.11 2.49 

3 years p.a. -3.44 -5.18 1.74 

5 years p.a. 0.17 -1.32 1.49 

10 years p.a. 5.23 3.71 1.52 

Since inception p.a. (accumulation) 30.04.2003 5.86 4.79 1.07 

Past performance is not necessarily a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of investments and the income from them is not guaranteed 
and may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. 
All performance figures stated gross of fees and tax unless otherwise stated. Source: RLAM, gross of fees. The impact of fees or other charges including tax, 
where applicable, can be material on the performance of your investment. The impact of fees reduces your return.  
¹Benchmark: iBoxx Sterling Non-Gilt Over 15 year Index. 
²All commentary within this report is based on comparison with the accumulation units which have a longer track record 
  

Asset split 

 Fund 
(%) 

Benchmark¹ 
(%) 

Conventional credit bonds² 97.9 99.3 

Index linked credit bonds 0.0 0.0 

Sterling conventional gilts 1.4 0.0 

Sterling index linked gilts 0.0 0.0 

Foreign conventional sovereign 0.7 0.7 

Foreign index linked sovereign 0.0 0.0 

Derivatives 0.0 0.0 

Other 0.0 0.0 
 

Fund data 

 
Fund Benchmark¹ 

Duration³ 13.4 years 14.4 years 

Gross redemption yield⁴ 4.64% 4.30% 

No. of stocks 138 234 

Fund size  £320.3m  - 

Source: RLAM, Launch date: 30.04.2003. 
¹Benchmark:  iBoxx Sterling Non-Gilt Over 15 Years Index. 
²Conventional credit bond allocation includes exposure to non-sterling credit 
bonds and CDs, where applicable. 
³Excluding cash 
⁴The gross redemption yield is calculated on a weighted average basis 

Reported yields reflect RLAM's current perception of market conventions around 
timing of bond cash flows. Heightened uncertainty due to the COVID 19 crisis 
may impact these timings for bonds with callable feature. 
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Sector breakdown 

 

Source: RLAM. Figures in relation to your portfolio exclude the impact of cash held, although they do include the impact of CDs if held within your portfolio 

Maturity profile 

 

Credit breakdown 

 

Ten Largest Holdings 

 Weighting (%) 

E On International Finance 6.125% 2039 2.8 

Électricité De France 6% 2114 2.6 

Thames Water Utilities Cayman Finance 7.738% 2058 1.9 

AT&T Inc 4.25% 01/06/2043 1.7 

HSBC 6% 2040 1.7 

Finance for Residential Social Housing 8.369% 2058 1.6 

HSBC 4.75% 2046 1.6 

Wellcome Trust Ltd 2.517% 2118 1.5 

Heathrow Funding Ltd 4.625% 2046 1.5 

London & Quadrant Housing Trust 2.75% 2057 1.4 

Total 18.3 

Source: RLAM. Figures in the table above exclude derivatives where held, subject to rounding.  
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Market overview 

• Inflation has been the headline macroeconomic market influence over the quarter. Increasing energy and commodity prices have added to the 

natural increase seen as the global economy continued to emerge from its Covid-induced slowdown of 2020 and 2021. Geopolitical events 

continued to weigh on sentiment as well, as Ukrainian resistance to the Russian invasion continued.   

• Central banks have responded to rising inflation by tightening monetary policy and indicating that there is more to come. The US Federal 

Reserve (Fed) has led the way, increasing rates by 1.25% over the quarter – its clear threat to do more has led markets to price in a further 2% 

of hikes in 2022. The European Central Bank (ECB) was less aggressive – partly due to a more fragmented backdrop with the gap between 

German and ‘peripheral’ bonds widening in recent months – but confirmed that it will end its bond buying programme in July and signalled 

that a 25bps hike in July and even another 50bps in September will both be possible. The Bank of England (BoE) has increased rates by 25bps 

at every meeting since December 2021 and this continued through the quarter, with the fifth consecutive increase in June taking the UK base 

rate to 1.25%. 

• In the UK, economic data generally indicated that growth was slowing, while inflation rose each month – CPI inflation for May hit 9.1% and 

the BoE has suggested it could reach 11% by the autumn. Growth indicators were weak, with composite PMI indicators deteriorating, consumer 

confidence still below pre-pandemic levels, and GDP underwhelming. A government £15bn fiscal package was designed to alleviate some 

concerns for consumers. 

• Bond markets returns were hit hard in the period, as rising interest rates drove government bond yields higher globally (prices move inversely 

to yields): the UK’s benchmark 10-year gilt yield rose by 62bps to 2.23%; the 10-year US treasury yield rose by 67bps to 3.01%; and the 10-year 

German bund yield rose by 78bps to 1.34%. Longer-dated bonds performed worst in the period due to their greater sensitivity to interest rates 

(duration risk). In the UK, for example, gilt markets returned -7.42% on an all-maturities basis (FTSE Actuaries), whereas gilts with 5 years to 

maturity or less provided negative returns of just -0.76%. 

• Total returns for the sterling investment grade credit market of -6.79% were less negative than gilts in the second quarter, but this was still the 

worst calendar quarter for sterling credit market this century. However, the average sterling investment grade credit spread (the average extra 

yield available from a corporate bond compared with government debt of equal maturity) widened by 45bps to 1.74%. This means that, on 

average, corporate bonds underperformed gilts of an equal maturity.  

• In credit markets, defensive sectors continued to outperform on a relative basis, albeit still providing negative returns – supranational, covered 

and asset backed sectors outperformed, while financials (banks and insurance) were laggards, particularly subordinated bonds. Real estate 

was particularly weak in the period given the significant rise in base interest rates and future interest rate expectations. Credit quality benefitted 

relative returns in the period, with bonds in the AAA ratings band outperforming on a relative basis, followed by AA, A and BBB rated bonds 

– the high yield market underperformed investment grade credit. 

Portfolio commentary 

• The second quarter was the weakest quarter for sterling credit markets this century, and although investors might typically expect bond 

markets to move inversely to equities, both equity and fixed income markets experienced significant losses globally in the period. The 

combination of rising inflation and falling growth has struck valuations down from the all-time highs, a result of ultra-loose monetary policy 

not just since the onset of Covid-19 but extending back to the Global Financial Crisis.  

• The fund outperformed the market during the quarter. Credit sector allocation was the most significant performance detractor, specifically 

our preference for subordinated financials (particularly in insurance), which underperformed the market, and our substantial underweight in 

supranational bonds, which outperformed. On the other hand, stock selection was positive in the period, particularly in the structured bonds 

sector, as well as in social housing and real estate. This performance was underpinned by our proven investment philosophy, favouring secured 

bonds with strong covenants, and focusing on bottom-up research to identify borrowers with resilient cashflows and robust balance sheets.  

• Within subordinated insurance, key detractors included bonds from the likes of Aviva and M&G – as these have substantial assets on their 

balance sheets they tend to be marked down in difficult markets, but these are businesses we believe will remain resilient in the long term. As 

a high beta sector (a sector which typically underperforms during a negative market environment but outperforms in a positive environment) 

we were not surprised or deterred by the impact of our preference to subordinated financials on performance in the short term, and we remain 

highly confident of the long-term value offered by the bonds held in our funds. Although the underweight in supranationals hurt performance, 

we are comfortable with our stance given the sector offers a very low yield premium that can be materially improved elsewhere in the market 

without taking excessive risk.  
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• Stock selection benefitted the fund across sectors. A major positive contributor to performance in the quarter was a structured bond issue from 

Telereal Securitisation Plc. Telereal is a key infrastructure asset for the UK, leasing telephone exchanges to BT (British Telecoms) and 

enabling BT to provide its fixed line telecommunication network. Telereal undertook a management liability exercise in the quarter, which we 

participated in – as part of this exercise, the company redeemed two bonds at a significant premium. The company then issued two new bonds 

at above-market spreads, and given the secured nature of the bonds, the key importance of the underlying assets for the UK and their strong 

credit ratings, we were happy to buy the new bonds. 

• Issuance was extremely weak in the second quarter, as rising rates deterred potential borrowers. However, given that first quarter issuance 

was relatively strong as companies sought to refinance while interest rates remained low, it is little surprise to see a pause at a time when cost 

of issuance is increasing. 

• While higher yields and spreads damaging absolute returns, market weakness has given us opportunities to add high quality cashflows at 

attractive spread levels. The social housing sector remained a key area of interest, with an attractive combination of strong ESG credentials, 

high quality cashflows, security and no defaults. During the quarter we bought a new issue from bLEND – an aggregator which helps smaller 

housing associations access capital markets –and Jigsaw. We also added a new issue from Hexagon, a smaller association but one that is 

highly rated and offered an attractive spread compared to the sector. 

• The focus on ESG factors was accelerated by the pandemic and then again by the invasion of Ukraine, the latter focusing attention on the 

transition away from fossil fuels both from a geopolitical and climate change perspective. An easy way to do this is sell exposure to utilities and 

focus portfolios on the likes of green bonds. But as with credit ratings, we believe that such ‘simple’ solutions will not produce desired outcomes 

for investors or wider society. Our ESG integration retains engagement and in-house research at its core. As long-term lenders of our investors’ 

money, we are naturally suspicious of ‘easy’ ways to ‘green’ a portfolio, and ensure we integrate ESG factors into our investment decision 

because we feel it is irresponsible not to. Please see our quarterly Sterling Credit ESG report for details of recent activity. 

Outlook 

• Inflation is continuing to rise in the UK, reflecting higher raw material costs, energy price increases and tight labour markets. However, central 

bank interest rate increases are already showing signs of slowing down activity and we believe that inflation will peak in major economies 

during the second half of 2022. Weaker GDP growth and recession in some areas will impact the corporate sector and we expect to see a move 

higher in default rates. We will maintain focused on identify companies with strong balance sheets, favouring issues with security and downside 

protection, and ensuring that portfolios are diversified across issuers, sectors, and other factors.  

• Despite the worsening economic outlook, we believe that the widening in credit spreads has taken valuations to attractive levels, relative to 

government bonds. Credit spreads discount a significant portion of bad news, and investors are being paid well to take credit over government 

bond risk. Although some further volatility is likely, our recent preference for short-dated credit bonds is gradually easing as we begin to take 

on more duration risk – albeit not at the long end of markets where all-in yields still look challenging. 

• The BoE announced in May that it will begin the sale of its holdings of corporate bonds from the week commencing 19 September, via a regular 

multi-stock auction. While its buy programme had a significant (if only temporary) impact on sterling credit markets, we do not expect the 

same for the sale. Although the holding is material in size, it is not a structurally significant portion of the market, and with the proposed sale’s 

timescale of more than three years, it is unlikely that markets will see enough concentrated activity to generate large swings in pricing. 

Find out more 

• Fund managers and other in-house specialists regularly address the issues that they consider in managing their funds via blogs, articles, 

webinars, and other mediums. Please visit the RLAM Digital Insight Hub, or the  Our Views section of www.rlam.com, including regular JP 

Journal updates from Head of Fixed Income Jonathan Platt. 

 

  

https://www.rlam.com/globalassets/media/literature/emails/royal-london-sterling-credit-esg-analysis.pdf
https://rlam.brighttalk.live/summit/4405-rlam-digital-insight-hub/
http://www.rlam.com/
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For professional clients only, not suitable for retail investors. The views expressed are the author’s own and do not constitute investment advice. 
This document is a financial promotion. It does not provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment 
recommendations. For more information on the fund or the risks of investing, please refer to the fund factsheet, Prospectus or Key Investor 
Information Document (KIID), available on www.rlam.com. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of investments and any income from them may go down as well as up and 
is not guaranteed. Investors may not get back the amount invested. 
Portfolio characteristics and holdings are subject to change without notice. This does not constitute an investment recommendation. For 
information purposes only, methodology available on request. Unless otherwise noted, the information in this document has been derived from 
sources believed to be accurate. Information derived from sources other than Royal London Asset Management is believed to be reliable; however, 
we do not independently verify or guarantee its accuracy or validity. 
All rights in the FTSE All Stocks Gilt Index, FTSE Over 15 Year Gilts Index, FTSE A Index Linked Over 5 Years Gilt Index and FTSE A Maturities Gilt 
Index (the “Index”) vest in FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”). All rights in the FTSE 350, FTSE All Share, FTSE 100, FTSE 250, FTSE 350 Higher Yield 
and FTSE Small Cap (the “Index”) vest in FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”).  “FTSE®” is a trade mark of the London Stock Exchange Group 
companies and is used by FTSE under licence. The Royal London Funds (the "funds") have been developed solely by Royal London Asset 
Management. The Index is calculated by FTSE or its agent. FTSE and its licensors are not connected to and do not sponsor, advise, recommend, 
endorse or promote the fund and do not accept any liability whatsoever to any person arising out of (a) the use of, reliance on or any error in the 
Index or (b) investment in or operation of the fund. FTSE makes no claim, prediction, warranty or representation either as to the results to be 
obtained from the Funds or the suitability of the Index for the purpose to which it is being put by Royal London Asset Management. 
All confidential information relating to any Royal London Group company must be treated by you in the strictest confidence. It may only be used 
for the purposes of assessing the proposal to engage Royal London Asset Management Limited (RLAM). Confidential information should not be 
disclosed to any third party and should only be disclosed to those of your employees and professional advisers who are required to see such 
information for the purpose set out above. You should ensure that these persons are made aware of the confidential nature of such information 
and treat it accordingly. You agree to return and/ or destroy all confidential information on receipt of our written request to do so. 
Telephone calls may be recorded. For further information please see the Legals notice at www.rlam.com. 
Issued by Royal London Asset Management Limited, Firm Registration Number: 141665, registered in England and Wales number 2244297; Royal 
London Unit Trust Managers Limited, Firm Registration Number: 144037, registered in England and Wales number 2372439; RLUM Limited, Firm 
Registration Number: 144032, registered in England and Wales number 2369965. All of these companies are authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority. Royal London Asset Management Bond Funds Plc, an umbrella company with segregated liability between sub-funds, 
authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland, registered in Ireland number 364259. Registered office: 70 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, 
Dublin 2, Ireland. 
All of these companies are subsidiaries of The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited, registered in England and Wales number 99064. 
Registered Office: 55 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0RL. The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited is authorised by the Prudential 
Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. The Royal London Mutual 
Insurance Society Limited is on the Financial Services Register, registration number 117672. Registered in England and Wales number 99064. FQR 
RLAM EM 1351. 

 

 

 


